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Introducing URSA Broadcast

The world’s most affordable and most flexible professional broadcast camera
URSA Broadcast is two cameras in one, an incredible
field camera for ENG and programming work, as well as
a professional studio camera. It is perfect for traditional
broadcasters because it uses the lenses and batteries you
already own, and it also eliminates proprietry media cards and
file formats found on traditional cameras. It’s ideal for web
broadcasters because it works with both older after-market
HD lenses and inexpensive photo lenses. No other broadcast
camera is more flexible and more affordable.

As standard the URSA Broadcast comes with a B4 lens mount
that works with your existing lenses, or swap it for optional
EF, F and PL lens mounts so you can use standard
photographic lenses. If you’re building a complete broadcast
camera chain, the optional URSA Viewfinder, URSA Studio
Viewfinder and SMPTE fiber converters feature familiar
controls and design, so they operate exactly as experienced
camera operators expect.

URSA Broadcast file formats are compatible with virtually
all broadcast systems and editing software. Recording onto
inexpensive standard SD cards, UHS-II cards and CFast
cards, URSA Broadcast records 1080i or 2160p video into
standard .mov files, with .mxf to be added in
future updates.
URSA Broadcast records using DNx145,
DNx220X or ProRes so the files will work
with your existing broadcast systems and
workflows.

URSA Broadcast helps you get the most
value out of your investment in cameras,
lenses and accessories. You’ll save time
and money, so the camera virtually pays
for itself.

Camera Fiber Converter
The Blackmagic Camera Fiber Converter attaches to the back of your
URSA Mini or URSA Broadcast camera.
In addition to converting all of the audio, video, camera control and
talkback into fiber, it also adds professional studio camera controls to
the back of your camera.
You get control for return feeds, dual intercom controls with the ability
to mix in program audio, record, focus and iris controls, headset
connectors, audio and more. The camera converter also includes a
VLock mount plate on the top for attaching accessories such as a
professional Blackmagic Studio Viewfinder.
The Blackmagic Camera Fiber Converter has connections for your
UltraHD camera feed, 3 HD return feeds, full remote camera control,
PTZ, multiple channels of talkback, tally and more.
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ATEM 1 M/E Advanced Panel
The ATEM 1 M/E Advanced Panel is an elegantly
designed professional hardware control panel for
all ATEM switchers.
It combines modern design with the latest broadcast
technology for faster workflows and features a built in LCD
and high quality curved buttons that help reduce incorrect
key presses.

With a professional joystick for DVE and camera adjustments,
smooth weighted T bar fader and much more.
The compact size and durable design of the ATEM 1 M/E
Advanced Panel fits in a standard equipment rack, making it
perfect for shelf mounting in broadcast trucks, mobile
racks and fly away kits.

The buttons also have colour backlighting to help you quickly
recognise important keys and feature dynamic displays
that allow full customisation of the labels as well as custom
colours. The shift buttons allow you to double up the number
of inputs by selecting a second set of shifted source buttons
so you can control up to 20 inputs.

ATEM 4 M/E Broadcast Studio 4K
One of the world’s most compact and advanced
switchers - the new ATEM 4 M/E Broadcast
Studio 4K.
An incredibly high performance live production switcher
designed to work with the latest formats and high frame
rates, all the way up to UltraHD 2160p59.94! It has 16 nextgeneration ATEM Advanced Chroma Keyers with 4 per M/E,
perfect for advanced work and virtual sets.

The multi rate 12G-SDI connections automatically switch
between all HD and UltraHD formats up to 2160p59.94 with a
single BNC cable.
Even if you’re not working in UltraHD now, the ATEM 4 M/E
Broadcast Studio 4K has all the power and features for the
highest end live production work, while being UltraHD ready
the instant you need it.

As the most advanced ATEM switcher, this model also
includes the latest technology and features such as 2 UltraHD
multi viewers, full 2D DVE, built-in SuperSource compositing
engine with 4 picture in picture DVEs, full re-synchronisation
on each 12G-SDI input and much more.

Studio Fiber Converter
The Blackmagic Studio Fiber Converter is
used at the other end of your broadcast camera
chain - in the production gallery or outside
broadcast trucks.
It converts signals from the remote camera back into standard
television industry connections that can be used with your live
production switchers, audio mixers and talkback interfaces.

You get a main UltraHD camera feed plus 3 independent HD
return feeds with full remote camera control, PTZ, tracker
talkback and ethernet, all through a single SMPTE fiber
cable. Plus, there is a large 5 inch LCD screen right next to
the SMPTE fiber connection on the front panel for monitoring
signals from the remote camera. This allows for easy patching
and verification of the remote camera function.

It features a high capacity power supply to drive the cable
so it can provide enough power for your camera and any
accessories that you might add. The Studio Fiber Converter
includes connections for tally, two dual channel intercoms
for industry standard 3rd party talkback systems, and even
a backup engineering talkback channel in case the fiber
goes down.
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Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro tackles every format
URSA Mini Pro is “three cameras in one” because it combines high end digital film quality with the
ergonomics and features broadcasters need. It’s ideal for any kind of work from high end feature
films, television shows and commercials, to independent films, broadcast news, and even studio and
live production.
It features ergonomically designed controls on the side
of the camera so users can adjust most settings by feel,
and without ever having to take eyes off the action. URSA
Mini Pro features built in ND filters, a status display and
a revolutionary new interchangeable lens mount that lets
operators change between EF photographic lenses or PL,
B4 and F mount lenses.

THE

GOLDEN
TRIANGLE

The three products....

ATEM TV Studio Pro

With the addition of the URSA Studio Viewfinder, URSA Mini
becomes a state of the art live production camera. It offers
support for talkback, tally, and program return, along with
remote control of focus, iris, colour balance and more, all
from an ATEM Switcher.

A year ago, Blackmagic released a trio of cost-effective
products that has changed the face of live production.
Small, flexible and powerful, they offer producers the
ability to create, record and share video in any location.
1.

Switch up-to 8 cameras, computers or other sources and work in
formats up to 1080p60. The ATEM Television Studio Pro includes a
tactile control surface for creative mixing and accurate switching.

2.

Record and play back with the HyperDeck Studio Mini broadcast
deck that’s incredibly compact and portable. It supports 4K 10-bit
ProRes and uses SD cards.

3.

Hook up the Web Presenter to a laptop to stream live to YouTube
Live, Facebook Live, Twitch.tv, Periscope and more.

HyperDeck Studio Mini
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Look good. Sound good. Feel good.
DaVinci Resolve is evolving at an incredibly fast pace. From its roots as the choice of Hollywood’s
elite colourists, it’s now also an accomplished, high performance video editor.

SPEED

The latest version features enhanced threading and GPU
pipelining, lower latency, much faster UI refresh rates,
support for Apple Metal and much more. This makes Resolve
14 faster and more responsive than ever so customers
get fluid performance and precise editing, even on long
timelines with thousands of clips. Scrubbing and playback
are instantaneous, even with processor intensive formats like
H.264, making it possible to edit 4K images on a laptop.

SOUND

Resolve has Fairlight sound tools to mix and master upto 1000 channels of audio. The tools enable multi-audio
channels in real time, plus support for Fairlight audio
consoles. It’s a true end to end workflow that supports
recording and ADR, sound editing, sound effects, sweetening
and mixing. Editors can even mix down and master to
multiple formats, including 3D audio space formats such as
5.1, 7.1 and even 22.2.
DaVinci Resolve Advanced Panel

SURFACE

Advanced control panels deliver the ultimate high speed
workflow. Controls are logically placed near natural hand
positions and are made out of the highest quality materials.
Weighted trackballs and precision engineered knobs and dials
feature the perfect amount of resistance for accurately adjusting
any setting. DaVinci Resolve control panels give colourists and
editors fluid, hands on control over multiple parameters at the
same time, allowing them to create looks that are impossible
with a standard mouse.

DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel
DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel
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Datavideo is all GO for 2018
GO Production Kits
Selecting, setting up and configuring multiple units of production
equipment can be complex and time consuming. Datavideo’s Go
kits are the complete deal: GO 650 Studio combines a number of popular
products including the SE-650 4-channel mixer, TLM-102 dual monitor
unit, NVS-25 streaming encoder, HDR-1 USB recorder and a heavy duty
portable case.
The result is a wheel-away live streaming production kit, with each
module fully compatible. As a modular system made up of multiple
units, you can even upgrade each part as your needs change,
making it a core part of your production needs for years to come.

Next-generation Cameras

NEW FOR

2018

As productions seek to shoot every angle and to reduce costs, unmanned camera positions have
become a mainstay of the industry. Whether it’s a fly on the wall documentary
requiring discreet cameras or a college requiring low-cost lecture capture
in a seminar theatre, block and PTZ cameras are the ideal solution.
Datavideo now has a wide range of low-cost HD and 4K cameras
designed to simplify workflows, reduce costs and deliver excellent quality.
As well as offering traditional SDI/HDMI connectivity, Datavideo also
supports HDBaseT for low-latency audio/video signal, data and power
over a single Ethernet cable. The PTC-200T shoots 4K, with output via
HDMI and HDBaseT. BC-50 offers HD shooting with video
over IP and 3G- SDI.

Studio on the Move
HS-1500T is a hand-carried all-in-one studio that makes installation
and set-up incredibly fast, in any venue.

Set up in seconds:
•
•
•
•

Connect cameras using ethernet cabling
Multi-channel HD mixer with 3 HDBaseT inputs
XLR audio inputs
Built-in HD monitor and camera control

For speed, versatility and
portability, nothing comes close!
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The SE-1200MU: Compact | Versatile | Reliable
Whether you are filming a seminar or conference, conducting a live outside
broadcast or shooting inside a production studio, the Datavideo SE-1200MU HD
video switcher enables you to switch seamlessly between video sources and
blend high-quality digital content on the fly.
SE-1200MU a small, portable computer, or tablet controlled 1RU rack mountable
switcher. It features a 6-Channel HD video input that is incredibly reliable and
versatile.
Control your whole Datavideo workflow from one Interface with
the RCS-1000 app.
The RCS-1000 is a free app for either iPad or Android tablets.
This controls the Datavideo SE-1200MU, up to 4 PTC-150 or PTC-150T
cameras, and an HDR-60 or HDR-70 HD recorder. Once RCS-1000 and
Datavideo devices are connected to a network you will be able to switch an
event, control the cameras with presets as well as start/stop recording all from one interface!

Multi-channel everything!
DVS-200 is growing rapidly in popularity. It has been used by broadcasters,
sports organisations, blue chips and the armed forces.
But what is DVS-200? DVS-200 is incredibly powerful
software that can be configured to provide a variety of
turnkey solutions for multi-channel live streaming and
ISO recording.

With DVS-200 you can...
•

Encode and stream multiple video inputs to
multiple destinations (Facebook Live, YouTube
Live, Periscope etc.)

•

Record multiple (up-to 16) inputs for archiving,
video on demand or post-production

•

Create a video on demand library of all recorded
assets, available for remote users to stream

This gives you a very concise overview of the functionality
on offer. Ask us about media security, streaming globally,
integration with content delivery networks, user-level access
restrictions and much more.

Multi-channel to go

NEW FOR

2018

NVS-40 packs multi-channel encoding, recording and streaming into a low
profile box. Features include four independent digital inputs (HDMI and SDI),
four independent H.264 encoders and multi-view output.
Now the choice is yours: deliver your channel to multiple networks (such
as YouTube Live, Facebook and Twitch) simultaneously. Or deliver multiple
channels to multiple destinations. Or multiple channels to the same destination.

It’s small and light enough to fit into any kit bag.
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UltraHD HDR Goes Mainstream
Panasonic EVA1 lights up the industry
Key to the AU-EVA1 is its newly developed
5.7K Super 35mm sensor. By starting at a
higher native resolution, the 5.7K sensor yields a
higher resolving image when down sampled to
4K, UHD, 2K, and even 720p. The increased colour
information results in beautiful, class-leading images.
The camera is tailor-made for handheld shooting, but also for
use on gimbals, drones and light Jibs. The EVA1 is great for
independent filmmaking, documentaries and music videos as
well as camera B for bigger production.
A killer feature is dual native ISO which extracts more
information from the sensor without degrading the image.
This results in a camera that can switch from standard to
high sensitivity, while maintaining the same dynamic range
and V-LOG curve without any electronic gain. Dual native
ISO allows cinematographers to use less light on set, saving
time and money, as well as allowing for artistic freedom.

Features include:

•
•
•

5.7K Super 35mm sensor (5720x3016)
14 stops of dynamic range
Dual sensitivity ISO 800 & 2500

•
•

EF Mount
4K 10 bit 4:2:2 & RAW

Panasonic goes S class
Combine a brand new high sensitivity sensor with Dual Native ISO
technology and the latest Venus Engine and the result is the astonishing
new LUMIX GH5s.
Usually, with a conventional single native ISO, noise levels
rise when sensitivity is increased. However, the
new image sensor implements dual circuits
able to switch to high native sensitivity
before gain processing. This means you can
achieve beautiful footage with suppressed
noise in low-light situations.
LUMIX GH5s brings game changing internal
4:2:2 10-bit C4K/4K video recording. 10 bit
is essential for accurate colour grading in
post-production.
There’s no limit to the recording time and V-log
is included as standard.
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Panasonic pushes IP
What is NDI?

NDI

Network Device Interface (NDI) is a new standard that connects video equipment
across a network. Vision mixers, recorders, players, cameras – in fact any NDIenabled device on the network - can see and access content from all other devices,
without the need for SDI, HDMI or analogue cables. It’s powerful enough to support
live multi-camera TV production.

Network
Device
Interface

NDI sends and receives data over a standard IP LAN, using standard Ethernet
cabling. With NDI’s encoding efficiency and performance, your network can
accommodate multiple simultaneous, high-quality, ultra-low latency video streams.

Panasonic is a world leader in PTZ integrated cameras. Their products are
used for countless TV documentaries, conference centres, theatres, sports
venues, or anywhere that needs remote and discreet video cameras.
Panasonic is now releasing a new series with built-in NDI. With automatic detection
by the NewTek TriCaster® and NewTek’s IP Series of switchers, the new cameras
seamlessly integrate with the hundreds of other NDI-capable products, enabling
NDI-based video production workflows without any additional configuration.
The AW-HN38, AW-HN40, AW-UN70, and AW-HN130 join Panasonic’s range to
make it one of the most extensive line-ups on the market. Owners of the current
range of SDI and HDMI cameras can upgrade their units to NDI, by purchasing a
licence from NewTek.
The AW-HN38 is an addition to the PTZ line-up. As a cost effective, premium
quality model, it has a 22x zoom, HDMI output and native IP connectivity.

Affordable 4K Studio - AK-UC3000
The AK-UC3000 studio system
offers the features, functionality and
performance of a broadcast camera at
a ground-breaking price point.
It’s future proofed, offering simultaneous SD, HD
and 4K shooting, yet delivers a high sensitivity of F10
(59.94Hz), F11 (50Hz) at 2,000lx. As such, it’s been
adopted for all manner of productions, from Disney to
the Spanish Liga, from universities to OB trucks.
When paired with the AK-UCU500 Camera Control
Unit, it is capable of 4K image production and
uncompressed long-distance transmission. This works
in tandem with the AK-HRP1000/HRP1005 Remote
Operation Panel. The camera and camera control unit
can be connected for approximately 2,000-meter longdistance transmission of video signals when power is
supplied from the camera control unit. The system as a
whole is easy to use and offers great value for money.

Features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports 4K, HD and SD acquisition simultaneously
HD output from camera (3G-SDI)
UltraHD output from CCU
SD output from CCU
Delivers high sensitivity of F10 (59.94Hz), F11 (50Hz) at
2,000lx
12-axis colour correction, detail, skin tone detail and easy
matrix adjustment
Advanced trunk functions
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DOZENS OF

SHOW
OFFERS
VISIT: WWW.HOLDAN.CO.UK/OFFERS

> MASSIVE SAVINGS!
> AVAILABLE FROM RESELLERS NATIONWIDE
> WHILE STOCKS LAST
Please find details of all our promotions at www.holdan.co.uk.
These special offers are available for purchase through our network of resellers.
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THE GH5 CAGE KIT

1

1x Top Handle

2

1x Panasonic
DC-GH5 Cage

3

4
5

1x HDMI Cable
Lock Bracket

1x Base Plate
2x 8 inch 15mm
Support Rods

Movcam is renowned for delivering a fantastic blend of features and
professional build quality at an exceptional price.
Their cages for Sony, Canon and Panasonic cameras offer protection for the camera body while adding multiple points
for mounting both shoe-mount and threaded accessories. The main cage element is comprised of a single piece of
magnesium to provide the ultimate in strength while being incredibly lightweight.

NEW FOR

2018

The Power of Thunderbolt 3
Accelerated Laptop Graphics

Photo editors, video colourists, gamers and creatives have been chasing the Holy Grail for years…
full graphics performance on a portable laptop. It’s now here with Sonnet’s eGPU and Puck products.

Puck: Speed to go!
Plug a Puck armed with an integrated AMD RX560 or RX570 into your Thunderbolt 3 Windows or
Mac laptop and you’ve got a mobile graphic workstation, capable of supporting up-to four external
4K monitors. Enjoy massively accelerated frame rates whether you’re gaming, editing or simply
running multiple programs over multiple monitors. Puck is small, light and portable – great for
creativity on the move.

eGFX Breakaway Box
Housed in a desktop chassis, eGFX shares the advantages of the Puck, but gives you the freedom to use
the graphics card of your choice, whether it’s an AMD Radeon and Radeon Pro; NVIDIA GeForce, TITAN X
or Quadro card. It also gives you the flexibility to add full-length PCIe cards to your Windows laptop, Mac
Pro, Mac Book Pro or iMac so that you can harness the power of the Red Rocket-X or Avid’s Pro Tools|HDX.

Workstation Expansion
Sonnet has lead the world in Thunderbolt expansion chassis. The concept is well-known: insert
multiple PCIe cards into their Echo units to give your laptop, PC or Mac all the additional processing
power, connectivity, inputs and outputs you need. Now, with Thunderbolt 3 for the fastest ever
performance, Sonnet’s range includes 3-slot devices that can be expanded with rack kits for external
SSD/HDD storage, optical drives and LTO back-up.

10G Networking
Dual-Port 10GbE Product Table

Sonnet’s 10G solutions are optimised for HD and 4K media environments,
so you can trust that they can sustain data rates and work effectively with
RAID storage and video workstations.

Presto 10GbE
10GBASE-T

Presto 10GbE
SFP+

Twin 10G
(Thunderbolt 2v)

Twin 10G SFP+
(Thunderbolt 2v)

Twin 10G
(Thunderbolt 3)

Twin 10G SFP+
(Thunderbolt 3)

G10E-2X-E3

G10E-SFP-2XA-E2

TWIN10G-TB2

TWIN10G-SFP-TB2

TWIN10GC-TB3

TWIN10GC-SFP-T3

PCIe 3.0
Adapter Card

PCIe 2.0
Adapter Card

10GBASE-T (RJ45)

SFP+

10GBASE-T (RJ45)

SFP+

10GBASE-T (RJ45)

SFP+

Cable Type

CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

LC, Optical
CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

LC, Optical
CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

LC, Optical
CAT-6 (55m)
CAT-6A (100m)

Controller

Intel® x550

Intel® 82599

Intel® x540

Intel® 82599

Intel® x550

Intel® 82599

Ethernet Adapters (Gigabit)
Part No.
Adapter Type
10GbE Interface Type

Thunderbolt 2

Thunderbolt 3

Configurable with SFP+
Transceivers

OS X, macOS Support
Windows Support

OS X 10.8.5+ (Sierra Compatible)

macOS 10. 12. 1+ (Sierra)

64-bit editions of Windows 10, 8, 7

Linux Support
FreeBSD
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A Lightning-fast External Drive Solution for a Renowned Illustrator
At SBC Systems, we work hard to build a collaborative and long-term relationship with each client,
with the goal of helping them realise maximum productivity and performance when using existing
hardware for specialised tasks.
A case in point is Sebastien Braun, a freelance illustrator
who is well-known for his work in children’s literature. On
a typical project, Sebastien generates huge Photoshop
files that exact a toll on his computer’s performance. We
began working with him in 2012, he was keen to upgrade
his 2011-model iMac because it was struggling to deliver the
performance he needed.
Rather than replace the whole computer, we provided an
external drive, with an SSD-based RAID-0 array connected
via Thunderbolt 2 for use as a main boot disk. This allowed
his iMac to boot in about 25 seconds, and meant editing
tasks never had to wait while Photoshop (or anything else)
ground away in the background. Problem solved, at half the
cost of a new machine.
Fast-forward five years, when Sebastien finally replaced
his old iMac with a 2017 27” model. Since he could connect
the external boot drive and his Wacom Cintiq high-res
touchscreen using Thunderbolt 2-to-3 adapters, he was able
to buy a lower-cost iMac with a conventional internal drive.
All was well until the five-year-old boot drive (with threeyear-old SSD blades) began to “flake” and finally one of the
blades failed. It was time for a replacement.

Sebastien opted for Sonnet’s Fusion™ Thunderbolt™ 3 PCIe
flash drive, in the new 1TB version. It’s a tiny, silent system
that is bus-powered and therefore requires no external
power supply. Initially, I was sceptical of the Fusion’s quoted
performance stats. (delivering data transfer speeds up to
2,600 MB/s over Thunderbolt 3), but I became a believer after
seeing Sebastien’s results. The Fusion continues to astonish,
booting his machine in well under 20 seconds. Apps launch
instantly, and Photoshop runs pretty much in real time. The
Fusion is running about twice as fast as Sebastien’s previous
boot drive on the same iMac, and basic “disk speed” tests
deliver results of about 2,500 MB/s.
The Fusion delivers ultimate performance in a truly portable
storage device, unencumbered by the need for a power
supply. It takes up virtually no desktop space, and it’s
completely silent.
The Fusion is a
no-brainer as
a boot disk for
any non-flashequipped Mac with
Thunderbolt 3.

NDI
Network
Device
Interface

Lumens shoots for IP
NDI is all about sharing video and media over standard IP networks. Plug an
NDI camera into a network, and an NDI-enabled switcher will see it as a
source. It’s this simplicity (as well as its low latency and low compression)
that makes NDI so attractive. Lumens is among the first camera
manufacturers to incorporate the technology into its PTZ range.

The first model, Lumens VC-A50P is now
available with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1080p signal output format with a high frame rate of 60 fps
NDI, IP, HDMI, and 3G-SDI synchronous image outputs
Free Lumens VMS software for controlling the cameras remotely
Supports live streaming (MJPEG, H.264 support SVC)
20x optical zoom
Support POE (Power Over Ethernet) so that network cables
supply power

Lumens’ NDI camera is perfect for installation in spaces with an
existing Ethernet LAN or in facilities that require fast install and
de-rigging, with no loss of picture quality, control or sync.

Lumens fulfils 4K PTZ
The VC-A70H camera is an UltraHD camera that features
both HDMI and HDBaseT connectivity simultaneously,
giving users choice and versatility. Investing in the A70H is a
great way to add a new angle in a 4K studio or to begin the
process of upgrading from HD to UltraHD.

VC-A70H features include:
•
•
•
•

4K UHD 30fps and 1080P 60fps video signal
output format
12x optical zoom with 2x clear Image zoom
Built-in Tally light
Up to 128 user defined preset modes
to allow ease of use in all
environments
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SmallHD... and Medium HD
NEW Focus
The 5-inch monitor you
can see outdoors.
The cost-effective Focus has been an
enormous success. It’s a professional
grade camera-top monitor that can also
power your DSLR or mirrorless camera. It’s
strong, bright (800 nits), fully-featured and
comes with a 180 degree tilt arm.

NEW FOR

NEW 703 Bolt

2018

This is the all-in-one on-set and onlocation monitoring system the industry
has been waiting for.
703 Bolt combines the best and brightest 7 inch full HD monitor
with the best wireless technology. The result is a true 10-bit
daylight viewable monitor with a 300-foot wireless receiver built-in
(compatible with Teradek Bolt 500, 1000 and 3000 transmitters). Its
3000 nit brightness means that it is viewable even in full sunlight
and its cage-free construction makes it very easy to transport.

NEW 1703-P3X
The1703-P3X is a 17” 10-bit HD
monitor that rivals OLED with
incredible colour accuracy and
daylight viewability.
Its fully anodised aluminium chassis means that it can
withstand the harshest treatment and keep working for years
to come. At 900 nits and with a variety of powering options
(AC, XLR DC), it can be used outdoors, in the production
studio or in post production.
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Next Generation Teradek Encoding
What is HEVC?
HEVC, also known as H.265, is a nextgeneration compression standard that
offers a number of enhancements over H.264.
Compared to AVC (H.264) compression, HEVC is two times more
efficient, which translates into maintaining the same video quality
at half the bitrate or double the video quality at the same bitrate.
HEVC will save you on bandwidth overhead and cost, especially
if you’re transmitting over cellular or wireless networks.

Be prepared: HEVC is coming!

Explanation 1:
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is also known
as H.265, the successor to Advanced Video Coding
(AVC), which is also known as H.264.

Explanation 2:
It’s all about codecs. Mpeg-2 was used for standard
definition, like in a DVD. AVC was used for HD and
4K (to create Blu-ray content). HEVC is the new
codec for 4K.

Teradek HEVC Solutions
Teradek is at the forefront of HEVC encoding and decoding.
They are the first to develop an on-camera encoder / decoder that enables users to encode in H.265 and stream over wireless,
cellular or Ethernet networks.

What can Teradek Cube Encoders do?
•
•
•
•
•

Stream to any online video platform, such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitch,
Periscope and more
Monitor your live video feed on an iOS device for confidence or local configuration
Turn your camera into a wireless video feed for Teradek’s Live:Air iOS
switcher application
Stream point-to-point to decoders over the Internet or on local networks with
latency as low as 80ms
Comprehensive protocol support: MPEG-TS, RTSP, RTMP, HLS, TDS

What can Teradek’s HEVC Cube do?
The Teradek Cube 700 series features AVC (H.264) as well as HEVC
so it’s the future-proofed option. For superb picture quality, the unit
supports 30Mb/s bitrates and 1080 60p video. It has dual-band
2.4/5.8 GHz WiFi, Ethernet and USB Interfaces so connectivity is
all but guaranteed. Cube 700 is compatible with Teradek Bond, so
transmission over cellular networks from virtually any location in the
world becomes realistic.
With Cube 700, users can uplink to the cloud, which is always the
most expensive bandwidth, and then seamlessly transcode the feed
using Teradek’s Core cloud service. From there, users can publish to
any platform using any bit rate, resolution, or format.

COMING SOON…

• Cube HEVC decoders
• HEVC decoding in Teradek Slice and T-Rax
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Killer Enterprise Encoders
T-RAX is a cost-effective, high-density enterprise-grade H.264 platform that
encodes, decodes and streams video.
Available in a 2RU chassis with an optional redundant
power supply, T-RAX supports up-to 8 encoders or
decoders at one time. Supporting almost every video
transport protocol, it offers broadcasters, government
agencies, and large businesses an incredibly flexible
and modular solution for their IP video needs.
The T-RAX base rack system allows installing of
encoder and decoder cards on the fly. Each T-RAX
encoder card can encode video from the 3G-SDI input
into H.264 video with support for RTMP, MPEG-TS,
TDS, and RTSP/RTP protocols.

Encoder Management
All T-RAX blades are compatible with the Core cloud management platform. Core
also enables users to remotely configure every parameter of your Teradek codecs
or route them to any compatible H.264 decoder, all from your web browser. Core
allows encoders and decoders to pass through firewalls without any additional
configuration required.

Web Streaming
T-RAX encoder cards can stream via RTMP to any online video platform and
includes native integration with Facebook Live, YouTube Live, Periscope, Ustream,
Livestream, and Twitch.tv, offering a quick and seamless streaming experience.
Need to stream to your own private server? T-RAX encoders are also integrated
with Wowza’s Streaming Engine. Using Core, T-RAX can record and publish a live
stream to any number of online video platforms at the same time.

Point to Point
Transmit HD video from one or several video sources over the Internet or on local networks at latencies as low as 100ms.
T-RAX encoders can stream to Teradek Cube, Slice, and T-RAX decoder cards, in addition to 3rd party decoding solutions
compatible with MPEG-TS.
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The name’s Bond, Teradek Bond
The Teradek Bond Backpack is an all in one professional HEVC/H.264
streaming solution for broadcasters seeking the best in signal reception
and video quality. It relies on cellular bonding to send video over
multiple mobile networks, leveraging the available bandwidth from each
network. Bond is flexible, modular and cost-effective, with no ongoing
licence or service fee.

Features include:
•
•
•

Each backpack supports up to 5 USB or Teradek Node modems,
ensuring you have connectivity wherever you go.
Wireless reception for Teradek Node modems is greatly
enhanced with two high gain antennas attached to the interior
of the backpack.
Choose between Gold-mount, V-mount, or no battery plate for
portable power. When your battery runs dry, Cube’s internal
Li-Ion battery will give you 5 minutes of operation while you
swap power sources.

Bringing it all together
Required for Bond, Core is a complete IP video management ecosystem in the
cloud. When you stream over bonded network connections, Core demuxes the
data to re-create the original video stream.

NEW FOR

2018

Serving it all up on an iPad
Wirelessly stream any camera output to iPads

Serv Pro is a hardware device that streams live 1080p video over WiFi to up to 10 iOS devices running the Vuer application.
Each feed is viewable at just 2 frames of delay and includes a stereo audio signal embedded within the stream. Serv Pro
includes both HDMI and 3G-SDI inputs and has a native transmission range of 300ft.
With iOS monitoring, anybody from script supervisors to clients can now view what’s being shot from their own iPad, saving
space in a video village, and reducing in the need for expensive SDI monitors.
At the core of Teradek’s iOS monitoring workflow
is Vuer, a free iOS application that brings a
comprehensive cinematographer’s toolset to your
iPad and iPhone. Vuer can display up to 4 live
HD video feeds at one time, each with its own
independent set of tools to help you and your crew
gain insights into your footage.
Serv Pro pairs with Link to increase range and
wireless performance. Adding Link extends Serv
Pro’s capability to a 300m range. With a rugged
chassis, multiple mounting options and a choice
of Gold / V-mount battery plate, Link simplifies
the networking experience to ensure optimal
performance with minimal setup.
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The 502 Bright is the most capable daylight viewable

The 703 Bolt brings Teradek and SmallHD technology together into a

monitor for framing, focusing and exposing your image.

powerful, all-in-one handheld wireless monitoring solution.

SKU: MON-502B
MSRP: £1,095+VAT

5-inch screen diagonal: 1000 nits, 1920x1080, 441 ppi
Super lightweight at 9.4 oz
Supports 100% of REC 709 colour space
3G-SDI and HDMI: input/output (user selectable)
2x LP-E6 battery plates

www.smallhd.com

SKU: MON-703-BOLT
MSRP: £3,050+VAT
Ultra light, cable-less design
Built-in 300ft Bolt Sidekick II receiver compatible with Bolt 500, 1000, and
3000 SmallHD 7” monitor: 3000 nits, 1920x1080, IPS LCD
Supports 100% of REC 709 colour space
V- or Gold-mount battery plate
Monitor two input sources simultaneously with Dual View Mode

www.smallhd.com

703.teradek.com

The Anatomy of a

LIGHTWEIGHT CINE CAMERA
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